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DESCRIPTION OF MAP SYMBOLS

- Contact – Known, approximate, or inferred
- Inferred caldera margin – Built where observed, dashed in cross section
- Uncertainty – Complexes or units unconfined within Mount Jenkins area (left side)
- Extent of youngest stage of Alaska glaciation
- Shown only in area of extensive glacial drift west of Copper Glacier
- Contact between two or more stages of Alaska glaciation
- Shown only in area of extensive glacial drift west of Copper Glacier
- Strike and dip of flow layering – Symbol without dip numbers indicates dip ≤1°
- Strike and dip of flow layering – Symbol with dip numbers indicates dip >1°
- Stratigraphic sample location – Number indicates sample has been chemically analyzed (Table 1); letter indicates sample has been radiometrically dated (Table 2)